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Christopher C

on
02/07/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome shooter! Had for over 10 years now. 1000's of rounds and still runs through anything I've ever put in it perfectly! Love it. 











Donnie G

on
05/30/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice taurus 9 perfect for backup conceal 











Robert K

on
01/21/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This pistol shoot well; I've had it for a year and no problems with it. I've been shooting 115g, 124g, and 147g -- it likes them all. While it is on the larger size I can still CC with it. Because a gun feel as natural in my left hand as in my right, I absolutely love that all functions are fully ambidextrous (that is a rarity). I'm not a fan of striker fire pistols, so I appreciate that it is SA/DA, has de-cock, and can be cocked and locked (which I don't do). The only reason I don't give it 5-stars is because the grip, like a lot of others modern pistols, is boxy (I prefer the rounder grip of something like the CZ 75-B). 











Justin W

on
11/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The shipping was fast as always. I am new to the gun world but this is hands down my favorite gun to shoot for the money besides my mosin. The first time I took it out to the range it ran flawlessly and was very accurate. No complaints only praise!! The double strike capabilities were also very beneficial. The trigger pull while in single action is so so in my opinion, love it but not so much when it switches to double action which is expected. Overall great investment and great service! 











Alex S

on
09/30/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










great pistol for the money taurus has stepped there game up.put about 1000 rnds thru without a hiccup will buy more of there products and buds as always excellent customer service and shipping times 











Thomas C

on
05/24/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had this gun for about 4 months now, and I have to say, it's been a blast! Yeah, it's a lower end handgun, but since the 1st magazine (3 stovepipes), I haven't had a single problem! The DA trigger pull is pretty bad - heavy and gritty - but the SA is pretty decent. I've put about 500 rounds through it, and am happy with the gun. 











Muirne T

on
03/11/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Picked up my 809 a couple weeks ago and of course since all Tauruses are heavy on the cosmoline I took her home and cleaned her up. Have not had as much opportunity as I would like to play with her but I have been able to run a little over 150 rounds through so far. Based on availability lately I generally use Tule Ammo & Wolf mostly and I even ran some HSM (Hunting Shack Munitions) reloads through her just to see and I had no FTFs or FTEs with any of the ammo. I must say for those folks still hung up on the Taurus pistols of the past, it is time to join the here and now; Taurus has come 100% about face on their products. The machine work is fabulous, all parts are clean and fit together flawlessly. This gun has smooth action, low recoil and is just a real pleasure to shoot. I am a woman with fairly small hands and I have nerve damage in both of them yet I can hold and shoot this gun with good COM grouping quite easily. I own several guns and this one has become one of my "go to" guns for concealed carry even though it is a little on the large side. I recommend the 809 to anyone looking for a good, reliable, easy shooting, accurate pistol in the nicely affordable range. Thumbs up to Bud's for another fine product at a fair price. 











Chris S

on
03/05/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I really like this gun. It's a little heavier that some but the weight is worth it for the large magazine size. This gun has very low recoil and when I took it to the range the first time I fed it a little over 100 bullets with no issues whatsoever. This is a great gun for the price! 











Alain S

on
03/05/2013




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Online Picture of Fire Arm was Blue Steel When I received my order it was stainless beware you have to check the model numbers compared to ones on line. 











Ashlee C

on
03/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Gun is great, I originally bought this gun for myself but after my wife played it with it she stole it from me. She has a problem racking the slide back on my S&W .40 and i had her try out this 809C to see if she could rack the slide back. Gave her no problems what so ever. She carried a .38 Special that was to much for her, This gun is very sleek and comfortable to hold. Grip has nice finger indentations that allow your hand to get a nice grip on it. I would recommend this gun all day long. For Buds, Shipping was ok, i expected a little longer since the stupid gun craze has been going on,so i was fine with shipping time. The only thing i was upset about was I never received a tracking number until AFTER my gun had already shipped and been delivered. I got a call from my FFL saying my guns had arrived and checked the next day and bam there was my tracking number. Oh well. Thanks alot buds for a great deal. 











Michael H

on
02/28/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun, fit and finish very good, with the 3 backstraps I was able to get a comfortable grip and excellent accuracy. Had some feed issues with Independance ammo, but PMC and Winchester were flawless. Got back from the range and worked on the slide a little and have not had anymore issues with any ammo. Good transaction from Bud's at a good price. I would like to purchase a compact model as soon as I can. 











Mario D

on
02/27/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First transaction with buds gun shop very pleased with the shipping time & price. Very Pleased with my PT809 Looks great feels great and shoots great took it to the range today feed 150 rounds thru it no issues at all THANKS BUDS GUNSHOP 











Jason J

on
02/27/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent first transaction with Bud's, and I highly recommend them to anyone. I am very pleased with the Taurus 809 as it's exactly what I was looking for at a price no one in town could beat. Bud's has a firearm customer for life! 











Neil J

on
02/27/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This Taurus was my first gun purchase, although I have used many different guns over the years, this was my first personal purchase. I've got to say, I am very, very happy with the decision I made. Taurus has really stepped up their game. Buds shipped it very fast, it only took about 4 days to get to my FFL. When I picked it up I was surprised at how nice the gun looked, it came in a nice hard case, 2 mags, 3 backstraps, and a brush... as well as the Taurus security keys, of course. I went to the range yesterday, and I put over 200 rounds through it (expensive range trip, I know).. But I didn't have any problems, no FTFs or anything. I used mostly FMJS, but I fired a mag of Gold Dots too, just to get the feeling of the ammo. Disassembly is very simple, very similar to a Glock, which can be tricky at first, but easier the more you do it. Once again I am very happy with the purchase, I will be buying from Taurus, and BUDS again!!!! 











James M

on
02/25/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great deal on a good pistol. The PT 809 arrived with the two magazines, loader, extra back straps, locking keys and manual. It arrived as advertised. The pistol was exactly what was described. It had a little grease on it for storage but cleaned easily. I still have not shot it due to finding 9mm ammo is about impossible unless you want to pay over $30 for 20 rounds. It is balanced beautifully and perfect for my needs. Just wish I could find the ammo to be able to actually shoot it. I would recommend this website for your purchase of quality weapons. Thanks Buds for my a good experience for my first online firearm purchase. 











Sean B

on
02/21/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Gun arrived at the FFL yesterday (2/20) after ordering on 2/15.. Super easy purchase and awesome shipping! Way to go Bud's!! Haven't got to shoot yet, as paperwork in my state takes forever. However, the gun felt great in my hand. I was also super happy to see that I received the stainless steel slide, which is what I really wanted!! I thought I was ordering the all black one (not by choice). Website has since been updated to reflect the stainless model. Can't wait to shoot!! 











Paul K

on
02/18/2013




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










My Taurus 809 arrived with trigger problems. it had to be decocked to shoot each time. Taurus was good about giving me a prepaid shipping label. But for a company that advertises that each gun is tested prior to delievery. makes me wonder the boundery between advertising and realety. 6 weeks for repair.... On the plus it had a nice feel. the 809 came with two mags, a speed loader, cleaning brush, and case. a lot of extras compaired to other low cost firearms. 











Nathaniel B

on
02/16/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Super Fast service from buds!! Ordered the pistol on Friday afternoon and it arrived at my FFL on Wednesday around lunch time. Everything came exactly as advertised; PT809, 2 17rd Mags, 3 backstraps, a fairly useless reloader, and keys to the lock. Seems to be a good product for the price. The most impressive feature on a pistol less than $400 is the metal magazines (rather than plastic), the least impressive feature is the double action trigger pull is a bit heavy. 











Samuel I

on
02/15/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










VERY pleased, pic shows an all black PT809. However gun arrived brand new with stainless slide and 2-17rd. clips, a speed loader, tools needed for assembly and safety features of the gun all in hard plastic case. I actually wanted the stainless slide gun shown in the pics from Taurus website as the 809C compact 13 rd. gun. It is the full size 809 I ordered, have not shot it yet but cannot wait to fire this beauty. Fairly heavy gun, needs a good cleaning right out of the box to remove packing grease used to preserve the gun. A work of art and with 17+1 capacity, if it cannot get me out of a bad spot, I need the SWAT team or the military. A+++ purchase. 











Tom K

on
02/13/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










ordered came very quick .. sweet shooter very pointable hit target without looking at site easy.. 200 round so fare not one problem 











Dennis B

on
02/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just received from my transfer dealer and after a thorough cleaning headed to the range. Put 100 rounds each of Winchester white box and cheap Federal ammo. Gun functioned perfectly. No FTF's or FTE's. Groups nicely at 15 yards. Didn't shoot any farther than that. Gun looks good and feels great in the hand. Good trigger and sights were dead on without any adjustment. 











Errico I

on
02/09/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great job by Bud's - excellent service and price. Bought the stainless model which I think is now discontinued. The PT 809 has a great feel and by changing the backstrap you can customize it to your hand. Because of my big hands I used the "G" (grande) backstrap. Pistol shoots great - very little recoil - comfortable. Did have a problem with sights. Out of the box the weapon was firing to the left, had to have the sights adjusted in order to correct the problem. After correction - right on target. I feel this is a great weapon at a real good price. Note: not a carry gun. 











Gregory W

on
02/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Granted I have not yet shot the gun however I can say that overall initial impression of the gun and with the Bud's experience is excellent. I ordered the pistol on Saturday and picked it up from FFL on the following Wednesday - I am relatively close to Bud's out of Lexington with me being in the Dayton/Cincinnati area. No issues with ordering, delivery, communication with Bud's or FFL xfer. The gun comes with a decent case, two 17 mags, cleaning rod, etc. as stated in ad and other reviews. After cleaning the gun clean from the grease/oil from the outside, the gun feels and looks really good (SS model) and beyond what I initially expected - perfect hand fit and weight balance for me anyway. For the $$$ this seems to be a good buy and would recommend gun and Bud's to anyone. Just waiting to shoot, but at this point A++ !! 











Jacob B

on
02/01/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Got my 809 today. Please be extremely careful, BOTH Bud's and all customers. I was expecting a full-size 809 and opened the box at my FFL to discover that I got an 809c, which is the compact version. This surprised me and disappointed me because I shoot left handed, so I was looking forward to ambi. features like the decocker/safety and the slide release simply for ease of use. With that being said, I think I will just keep it because there are very few differences between the compact and full size...in fact, the ambi. features are the only things I can think of that do not come on the compact pistol. You still get a standard 13 round mag, and high cap. 17 round mag, barrel brush, mag load assister, and some key-tools that operate Taurus's safety feature on the firearm. I still have not shot it, but plan on running a couple of rounds through it this weekend. I HIGHLY recommend this pistol. In fact, I think the 800 series is the best pistol on the market for under 400 bucks. Don't let anyone tell you otherwise on the build quality of this gun, it is very exceptional. The feel and balance of the gun is great. It fits my hand perfectly with the high cap. mag and has just enough room for my pinky with the standard mag. Overall, great gun for the money and a good choice for CC if you are thinking about that. This is the main reason I will keep the compact. The full size version of this gun is very nice, but quite large at the same time and would be difficult to CC with ease and comfort. After all, you get the same mags and accessories with the compact model. I can still work the right-handed features on the compact with my left hand fairly easily via the index/trigger finger. The only other con to this firearm is the mag release is pretty tough. I have to push on the bottom of the mag to make it release easier, but I'm sure it will break in after a while. 











Joshua D

on
01/31/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Took 16 days to receive the gun, but that is understandable since Bud's is experiencing extreme volumes of orders right now. Good company that I would definately deal with again. Shot the gun after i cleaned and lubed thoroughly since it had a lot of thick heavy grease on it. Not only does the 809 shoot as well as expected, but it is also a very "cool" looking gun. Looked at other models as well, but the price and awesome looks of the 809 drew me to it. Comes in a very nice case with an extra clip, magazine loading assister, extra backstraps(for the desired grip of the gun), and a cleaning rod to clean the inside of the barrell. The best feature of the gun is the magazines-they hold 17! Bottom line........great gun,great looking, good company! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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